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From the Headmistress' desk
We are already in the second third of the term. Please ensure that your child/ren from
Grade 4 to Grade 11 have a revision timetable in place and that they are revising daily.
Our valediction held on Wednesday evening was an elegant and dignified function. Our
most impressive guest speaker, Mr George Zulu, was inspirational, yet he did not mince
his words in his message. He shared with us his challenges in securing an education for
himself and what it takes to keep persevering, despite the odds. Thank you to all
concerned for making this such a memorable occasion.
The opening of the newly-renovated pool was a huge success. Thank you to everyone
who joined in the fun. For me, it is always wonderful to see how much pleasure the
children get from the pool. Whether they are learning to swim, training or playing. The
money spent on the pool is well worth every cent.
Please remember that the important budget meeting will be held on Thursday, the 31 st of
October at 18:00 sharp. All families need to be represented and a register will be
circulated.

Grade 3 art. Each feather was individually made.

PARENT BUDGET MEETING
The Parent Budget Meeting will take place on the 31st of October at 18:00. All families
must be represented at this meeting. A register will be circulated.
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TEACHING POST – FOUNDATION PHASE – PERMANENT
VACANCY:
1. English Home Language to teach Grade 1
REQUIREMENTS:
1. Recognised teaching qualifications, i.e. A Higher Diploma in Education or a Degree in Education.
2. Teachers who apply must be committed, innovative and enthusiastic about the growth and development of the
Foundation Phase.
3. Fluency in English and the ability to communicate effectively.
4. Involvement in co-curricular activities.
5. SACE registered.
POST LEVEL: 1
APPLICATIONS AND C.V.’S:
To be e-mailed to :

kingfisherprivateschool@telkomsa.net

Contact number for queries:

(015) 781 2410
(Mrs Dawson)

CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS: 15 November 2019
POST STARTS:

13 January 2020
TEACHING POST – COLLEGE - PERMANENT

VACANCY:
1. CAT to teach Grades 10 – 12.
2. Computer Literacy to teach Grades 8 – 9.
3. Mathematics Literacy to teach Grades 10 - 12.
REQUIREMENTS:
1. Recognised teaching qualifications, i.e. A Higher Diploma in Education or a Degree in Education.
2. Teachers who apply must be committed, innovative, a team player and enthusiastic about the growth and
development of the College.
3. Fluency in English and the ability to communicate effectively.
4. Involvement in co-curricular activities.
5. SACE registered.
POST LEVEL: 1
APPLICATIONS AND C.V.’S:
To be e-mailed to :

kingfisherprivateschool@telkomsa.net

Contact number for queries:

(015) 781 2410/7710
(Mrs Dawson)

CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS:

15 November 2019

POST STARTS:

13 January 2020
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The Board of Governors reserve(s) the right not to make an appointment

TEACHING POST – COLLEGE – AFRIKAANS AND GEOGRAPHY - PERMANENT
VACANCY:
1. Afrikaans Second Language to teach Grades 10 – 12
2. Geography to teach Grades 10 – 12.
REQUIREMENTS:
1. Recognised teaching qualifications, i.e. A Higher Diploma in Education or a Degree in Education.
2. Teachers who apply must be committed, innovative and enthusiastic about the growth and development of
the College.
3. Fluency in English and Afrikaans and the ability to communicate effectively.
4. Involvement in co-curricular activities.
5. SACE registered
POST LEVEL: 1
APPLICATIONS AND C.V.’S:
To be e-mailed to :

kingfisherprivateschool@telkomsa.net

Contact number for queries:

(015) 781 2410/7710
(Mrs Dawson)

CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS: 15 November 2019
POST STARTS:

13 January 2020

TEACHING POST – COLLEGE – LIFE SCIECES, NATURAL SCIENCES & GEOGRAPHY - PERMANENT
VACANCY:
1. Life Sciences to teach Grades 10 – 12.
2. Geography to teach Grades 8 - 9.
3. Natural Sciences to teach Grades 8 – 9.
REQUIREMENTS:
1. Recognised teaching qualifications, i.e. A Higher Diploma in Education or a Degree in Education.
2. Teachers who apply must be committed, innovative and enthusiastic about the growth and development of
the College.
3. Fluency in English and the ability to communicate effectively.
4. Involvement in co-curricular activities.
5. SACE registered.
POST LEVEL: 1
APPLICATIONS AND C.V.’S:
To be e-mailed to :

kingfisherprivateschool@telkomsa.net

Contact number for queries:

(015) 781 2410/7710
(Mrs Dawson)

CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS: 15 November 2019
POST STARTS:

13 January 2020
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How parental gender bias affects girls' performance in math
In many countries around the world, girls still perform more poorly on mathematics tests than boys.
Some researchers have argued that this gender gap is biological in nature: as then–Harvard University
President Larry Summers famously put it in 2005, “there are issues of intrinsic aptitude” underlying women’s
underrepresentation in math-heavy fields such as science and engineering.
But in recent years, most economists have come to accept a different explanation.
“The alternative explanation is that there are cultural views that affect the way boys and girls are being
raised,” said Paola Sapienza, a professor of finance at Kellogg. Lending credence to this cultural explanation,
Sapienza and her colleagues previously found that the gender gap differs widely around the world, with girls
performing better relative to boys in societies where women have more power and equality.
Still, just why these social factors have an impact on performance has remained unclear. One possibility,
Sapienza explains, is a lack of representation in math-based careers. “It could be that there are not enough
examples for little girls to look up to, so they don’t get inspired.” Alternatively, perhaps a biased educational
system pushes girls into other disciplines. Or perhaps the bias starts at home.
“Home is an obvious place to look,” says Sapienza. “But nobody has done a systematic study looking at
whether parents’ beliefs and preferences regarding the role women should have in society explain kids’
achievement gaps.”
Until now. A comprehensive new study presents evidence that parents are indeed transmitting biases about
gender roles to their daughters, including the notion that math is a traditionally male pursuit, causing a
corresponding hit to the girls’ math performance in school.
A team that included two North western researchers—Sapienza and David Figlio, dean of the School of
Education and Social Policy—conducted two analyses to examine whether a family’s attitude toward boys and
girls could impact their daughters’ performance in math. The research team also included Gaia Dossi of the
London School of Economics and Paola Giuliano of UCLA’s Anderson School.
First the researchers used data on a family’s observed fertility choices to determine which families were likely
biased toward having boys. They found that girls raised in these “boy-biased” homes score lower on math
tests between 3rd and 10th grade compared to girls who are not subject to such biases at home. That
difference is equivalent to one quarter of the math performance gap between children whose mothers
finished high school and those whose mothers dropped out.
A second analysis similarly finds a strong relationship between maternal attitudes toward gender roles and
girls’ performance.
“Because we can’t perfectly measure what families really think about their daughters, we wanted to
investigate this question in multiple ways,” says Figlio. “But regardless of whether we looked at stated
attitudes regarding gender roles or apparent preferences for sons, we found that daughters performed worse
when their families were apparently biased toward boys.”
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A preference for boys
To test their hypothesis that parents might be transmitting their own gender biases to their children, the
researchers first needed to know which families are likely to hold traditional views about gender roles. So they
found a clever proxy for gender bias: simply put, families that prefer boys tend to keep having children until
they get a boy—and then stop. Would girls from these families score more poorly in math?
The researchers used data from the Florida Departments of Health and Education that merged nearly 1.6
million birth records from children born between 1994 and 2002 with public school records for those children.
This created a dataset that correlated individual students’ performance on standardized math tests with
information about the child’s family, including data pertaining to family composition and socioeconomic
status.
“This is the first large-scale study where you see how parental beliefs may affect children’s outcome.”—Paola
Sapienza
The researchers first confirmed an overall “boy bias” among the Floridian households in their sample, finding
that families of firstborn girls had more children than families who produced boys first. Then they divided their
sample into families that showed a fertility pattern consistent with a boy bias—namely, families with only girls
except for their lastborn—and those that did not.
Controlling for a range of variables also known to impact performance—including age, race, low-income
status, and whether the child had special education needs—they found that girls from boy-biased families
indeed scored lower than girls raised in other families.
The difference was larger among wealthier, more educated families, an effect that was of borderline
significance.
“This is a very interesting result,” says Sapienza. “Affluent parents have more resources to spend on their
children. If they’re biased, they may use those resources in a biased fashion.” These parents might be paying
for their sons to receive math tutoring or go to engineering camp, for instance, while signing their daughters
up for dance lessons. The children of less affluent parents, on the other hand, may not benefit from any
extracurricular opportunities, and so their biases are less likely to impact their children.
When the researchers ran their analysis in the opposite direction—to see if boys raised in analogously “girlbiased” families would suffer a similar dent in their math performance—they observed no such effect.
A transmission of attitudes about gender
The first analysis was remarkable for its huge sample size. But a potential downside of using data about family
composition is that they are noisy: boy bias isn’t the only reason that a family might choose to stop having
children after producing a boy. Such a family structure might also be the result of random chance. So the
researchers wanted to investigate possible gender bias from another angle as well.
The most direct way to measure this bias would be to literally ask girls’ parents their opinions. As it turns out,
such data do exist: the 1979 National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY) collected information about
thousands of youth as they aged into adulthood, including data from standardized IQ and achievement tests
and from surveys about attitudes toward gender roles. The NLSY also included some test and survey data from
the participants’ children.
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The researchers focused on 4,934 women from the NLSY who had at least one child and analysed how much
they agreed with three descriptions of traditional gender roles, including “It is much better for everyone
concerned if the man is the achiever outside the home and the woman takes care of the home and family,”
and “Women are much happier if they stay at home and take care of their children.”
The more mothers favoured traditional gender roles, the worse their school-aged daughters performed on a
math test. Daughters of mothers whose preference for traditional gender roles was one standard deviation
above the mean had scores 3% lower. Boys’ math performance, meanwhile, was unaffected by their mothers’
gender-role attitudes.
“Even with all the love you can imagine, we may bring home certain types of biases.”—Paola Sapienza
The researchers also examined how much the women’s sons and daughters agreed with statements like,
“Girls and boys should be treated the same in school,” and “A girl should not let a boy know she is smarter
than he is.” The researchers confirmed a strong relationship between the views of mothers about traditional
gender roles and the views of their children—a relationship that only strengthened as children entered
adolescence.
“Mothers’ views are correlated with both the views of the boys and the views of the girls,” says Sapienza. This
is consistent with other studies finding that adults—of both genders—are affected by having had a working
mother, with adult daughters being more likely to work outside of the home and hold supervisory positions,
and adult sons spending more time caring for family members and being more likely to marry a woman who
prefers to work outside the home.
“This is the first large-scale study where you see how parental beliefs may affect children’s outcome,” says
Sapienza.
A reminder we all have biases
In the end, the gender gap in math achievement—and its potential downstream effects on women’s presence
in STEM career fields such as computer science and engineering—is unlikely to have a single source. The
researchers have identified parental attitudes as one explanation for this gap.
“If you think about all of the potential explanations in terms of social norms that may induce girls to think
that they have less chance to succeed in traditionally male-dominated disciplines,” says Sapienza, “it’s not
surprising that kids absorb that much from 18 years in a home.”
But, she cautions, parental transmission could be a particularly complicated explanation to address.
“There is not a clear policy recommendation here. The only one is a reminder to all of us that we all have
biases,” she says. “Even with all the love you can imagine, we may bring home certain types of biases.”
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FOYER DISPLAY 2019
21 October
4 November
18 November

Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3

Happy Birthday
Happy birthday to the following
Kingfishers:
Grade R: Zukiswa Ngidi
Grade 1: Nkateko Mahungele

30 October
29 October

DATES TO REMEMBER – 2019
Lost Property check
Afrikaans FAL P1
Parent Budget meeting
IBTs Grade 10 Thinking Skills
Co-curriculars end for College
Cricket tournament @ KFS
Parent Budget meeting
Civvies day for merits
Physical Sciences P1
Grade 11 IBTs Maths
IP Mathematics Quiz
Grade 10 & 11 exams start

31 October – 06 November
31 October
31 October
31 October
31 October
31 October
31 October
01 November
04 November
04 November
05 November
06 November

07:00 – 07:15
09:00 – 11:30
18:00
13:30 – 15:00
18:00
09:00 – 12:00

TUCKSHOP – MENU
Thursday 31 October:
Chicken Burgers
Pies

R20
R20

Tuesday 05 November:
Mince & cheese
Pies

R15
R20

Friday 01 November:
Boerewors rolls
Pap & Beef stew/side salad/veg

R25
R40

Wednesday 06 November:
Yankees
Pies

R10
R20

Monday 04 November:
Hot chips & Russians
Hot chips

R25
R15
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STAR OF THE WEEK
Best in money sums
Grade 1: Charmaine Mutendera
Grade 2: Ridhima Hingorani
Grade 3: Tumelo Claasen
Next week: Best in swimming

GRADE 5 MATHEMATICS QUIZ
The Grade 5 friendly quiz against Phalaborwa Academy will be on Tuesday 5 November from
14:15 -15:00. It will be held in Mrs Montjoie’s classroom. All the Grade 4 and 5 Mathematics
Club members are expected to attend, dressed in their formal school uniform.
VALEDICTION
On Wednesday, the 23rd of October the 2019 Matric Valediction event took place. Our four matriculant
girls received recognition for a wide range of accomplishments. The following special trophies were
awarded: Mumba Kofya was awarded the Athletics Victrix Ludorum Trophy and the Cultural Trophy;
Neo Mashego was awarded the Headmaster’s and Outstanding Leadership Trophies for her excellent
leadership as the President of the Pupil Representative Council and also as the top pupil in matric in Life
Orientation. Caitlin van Rensburg were awarded the English and Geography awards as the top
matriculant in those subjects and she was awarded the Dux Trophy as the top academic matriculant in
2019. Mr George Zulu was the guest speaker at this event and entertained and inspired all with his very
informative and passionate speech about achieving success and integrity.
Thank you to all who attended to make this event memorable for the four girls. We wish them success at
the start of a new journey in their lives.
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SPORT ACTIVITIES

SOUTHERN CROSS GALA
The Gala against Southern Cross will take place on the 31st of October at Southern
Cross. Swimmers participating received participation letters. Only 3 swimmers will be
allowed to participate per event.

ACTIVITIES
SECOND-HAND UNIFORM SHOP

GRADE 7 FAREWELL PARTY
The Grade 7 pupils will have their farewell party at
Sefapane Lodge on Friday 8 November from 14:00 16:00.

Parents are welcome to visit our secondhand uniform shop.

Pupils will be allowed to change into their civvies clothes
as soon as school ends. They will then be transported to
Sefapane Lodge. Any parents who can assist with the
transportation must please indicate on the letters handed
out in class.

The school uniform shop hours are as

UNIFORM SHOP HOURS
follows:
Monday – Thursday: 13:40-14:30
Parents, please donate unwanted/outgrown
uniform items to our second-hand uniform
shop.

In keeping with the school rules, no cell phones or other
electronic devices will be allowed on this outing. If
parents need to communicate with their children during
the outing, they may send a message to Mrs Mhondiwa.
Parents, please arrange for your child to be picked up
from Sefapane Lodge by 16:15, as there will be no
transport back to the school.

MARKED
BELONGINGS/LOST
SPUR
DATES 2019
PROPERTY – NEW DAYS AND TIMES

26 all
November
Please make sure that
your belongings
(stationery, clothes, shoes, lunch box) are clearly
marked with your name and also that you look
after them carefully. The procedure for lost
property is as follows. Pupils will be allowed to
look in the box, Monday – Friday, from 07:00 –
07:15. Should they find their lost items in the
box, they will have to pay an amount of R1.00
per item to have them returned.

DONATIONS
December is nearly upon us! To avoid the end-of-the year
rush, please start collecting non-perishable food items for
the ground staff (there are 8 ground staff). Our ground staff
work hard to keep the school grounds neat, safe and clean
for your children.
We request, that, when you do grocery shopping, to add a
small additional item for the ground staff to brighten their
holiday.

Please mark all items with the full names and
surnames. If an item has been passed down to
the younger sibling, please re-mark the item
with the full name and surname.
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LEARN THE NEWS
Remember to read the articles on the Learn the News wall. Questions from the previous week’s
Learn the News will be included in the register class quizzes every week.

TROPHY DONATION

CODE OF CONDUCT
The codes of conduct and uniform codes for the
Preparatory School and College are being revised in
November. Parents wishing to give input in this regard
are invited to submit their ideas in writing to the
Kingfisher reception by Thursday 31 October 2019. No
late submissions will be considered.

Parents who would like to donate a
trophy to the school in their family’s
name, must please contact Reception
by Friday 8 November. The school
would like to introduce the following new
trophies:
•

HAIRSTYLES
Please note that the parents of pupils whose hairstyles
do not meet the Uniform Code criteria will be required
to fetch their children from school. These pupils will only
be allowed to return to school once their hairstyles are
in accordance with the Uniform Code.

•
•
•
•
•

Best Cyclist in the
Preparatory School
Inter-house Cycling
Inter-house Volleyball
(College)
Mini-hockey
Mini-soccer
Mini-netball

OPENING OF NEWLY RENOVATED SWIMMING POOL
Thank you to all who were involved in the opening of the pool. It was a splashing success. Special
thank you to the workers who cleaned the pool area and for tidying up on Monday.
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GRADE 3 CHAIRS
The day the chairs quit, and we had to write persuasive letters to get them back.
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FOUNDATION PHASE ART

……………………………………………
Mrs Renée Rudolph
Headmistress
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